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Introduction
Omnichannel is now a core strategy for most forward thinking retail brands.
The reason?
Consumers love the experience. And are demanding it more and more.
A recent Harvard Business Review study1 of 46,000 shoppers revealed that:
•
•
•

Only 7% shopped exclusively online.
20% shopped only in physical stores.
While 73% liked to move across various channels.

With HBR pointing out an eye-opening trend among their study participants:
“Our findings showed that omnichannel customers loved using the retailer’s
touchpoints, in all sorts of combinations and places... they spent an average
of 4% more on every shopping occasion in the store and 10% more online
than single channel customers.”
On top of this:
Aberdeen Group research2 found that strong omnichannel retailers also retained
buyers much better. With them holding on to 89% of customers, compared to just
33% for retailers with a weak omnichannel strategy.
Of course, getting a retail business into an ‘omnichannel position’ takes real time,
effort and capital investment.
But it’s not nearly as complicated as it might seem at first glance - and it’s certainly
not reserved only for those with enterprise-level budgets.
This guide will show you how.
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WHAT IS

OMNICHANNEL?

What is Omnichannel?
Omnichannel is about showing up everywhere your customers are, then unifying
all the channels to create a single commerce experience.
This means integrating:
•
•
•

Online and offline sales channels.
Delivery and fulfilment options.
Returns procedures.

Allowing shoppers to browse, purchase, deliver, collect and return goods via any
combination of channels - with their experience remaining consistent.
The idea is to seamlessly fit your business tightly into customers’ lives. Giving them
a variety of options to engage with your brand depending on whatever is most
convenient at any particular moment.
So they can:
•
•
•

Add to cart on your mobile site while on the train to work. Then checkout of
that same, saved cart on desktop at the office and have it delivered to home.
Buy two dresses on Instagram, pick up from a locker next to their office, try on
when they get home and return the one they don’t like to a physical store.
Browse your latest styles on Pinterest and Instagram, save to a list in your app
and go try them on and buy at your pop up shop or physical store.

The outcome?
Consumers enjoy the experience of shopping with you, and want to come back
time and time again.
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OMNICHANNEL
RETAIL SPOTLIGHT:

MISSGUIDED

Omnichannel Retailer Spotlight: Missguided
Missguided are one of the UK’s largest fast fashion retail businesses – and we
found that they’re already crushing it when it comes to omnichannel.
One of the major highlights is the Missguided mobile app. In fact, it went
from zero to £30 million revenue3 in just four months after launch and boasts
a 30% higher conversion rate than their standard mobile website.
It’s crazy popular too. With a 4.7 average star rating on Apple Store (out of
five) from over 41,000 reviews and breaking into the top 20 overall shopping
apps:

But one of the most impressive things is how this app
is part of a deeply integrated omnichannel operation.
You can open the app, browse and add this sweater
dress to your cart:
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Then open their full desktop website to find your full shopping basket still there:

And even click on a Shoppable Post when browsing their Instagram feed:

Still finding the original sweater dress in the basket when opening up one of these
Instagram products:
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On top of this, Missguided have branched out into real world stores. Starting with this
flagship one in London:

They also have a full store in Kent as well as Selfridges concessions stands in
Manchester and Birmingham.
Missguided join the dots seamlessly when it comes to delivery and fulfilment too.
Offering a wide-range of shipping options and clearly displaying them in the website
footer:
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Click & Collect is also available at a range of locations, including Asda, Doddle, toYou,
Hermes and the Missguided physical stores:

Finally, there’s a number of options for returns. You simply organise it yourself through
one of the easy returns portals:

With the Hermes option even offering to collect the package directly from your door:
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You can even use Klarna to defer payment by 30 days when purchasing
through the Missguided smartphone app. Effectively creating a ‘try before
you buy’ returns policy:

The key in all of this is that everything links together at a deep level. So
customers can:
•
•
•

Purchase from anhy channel.
Choose whichever fulfilment method suits them.
Return via any other.

With the experience staying unified and consistent all the way through.
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IMPLEMENTING YOUR

OMNICHANNEL
STRATEGY

Implementing Your Omnichannel Strategy
The goal of your omnichannel strategy is to create as many online and
offline touchpoints for your customers to engage with when it comes to:
•
•
•

Sales channels.
Delivery and fulfilment.
Returns.

Here’s how to get that off the ground:

1) Research your market
A lot of time and capital goes into making any sales touchpoint work.
Especially if it’s being built from the ground up - like a smartphone app
So it makes zero sense to simply go chasing after every possible new sales
channel just because other retailers are doing it.
This is why the first step in any omnichannel strategy is to research your
market. In other words:
Figure out where your customers hang out both online and offline.
Start with things like:
•

Testing. Some online sales channels are fairly straightforward and
investment light to get started with. So it could be useful to dip your toe
in the water with a few products to help judge if placing greater focus
there would be worth it.
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•

Google Analytics. Take a detailed look at exactly where you’re current
website traffic comes from. You can also use the Multi-Channel
Funnels section to drill down into which touchpoints customers
interact with most before making a purchase:

•

Ecommerce platform. Top-level ecommerce platforms (like Shopify
Plus, Magento and BigCommerce Enterprise) usually have some form
of reporting feature. Meaning you can look much closer at what steps
your customers are taking before buying.

•

CRM software. Tools like HubSpot, Salesforce and Infusionsoft give
detailed data on how your contacts and customers found you.

•

Management software. The system used to manage back-end
operations (orders, inventory, shipping) should also give details on
where sales are coming from. Veeqo allows you to run detailed sales
reports broken down by individual sales channel.

•

Surveys. Old school market research activities like surveys and focus
groups can also be invaluable. There’s nothing quite like getting real
answers from individual customers about their buying habits.

•

Competitors. Looking at other businesses that share the same target
audience as you can also be useful. If they’re making sales on Insta,
chances are you can too.
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The bottom line is to do everything you can to take the guesswork out
of it.
And remember that omnichannel isn’t about being everywhere. It’s
about being everywhere your customers are.

2) Make every touchpoint shoppable
It’s up to you to decipher which touchpoints are best for your
business, and then go there.
But the key to omnichannel:
Make each one of these touchpoints shoppable.
No longer is it about bringing everyone back to one website or
product page.
Every interaction is an opportunity to make sales right there and then.
Let’s take Instagram as an example. Standard practice used to be:
1. Share content to grow an audience.
2. Hope they go to your website and buy stuff.
Then they launched Shoppable Posts that allowed business users to
tag their products in images so live pricing appears:
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Instagram’s web browser then opens up the relevant product page on the
company’s site for people to purchase the item. But things are moving on even
further.
Instagram are currently rolling out native payments4. Allowing users to save
payment information and complete purchases right there in the app without
the extra step of going to the website product page.
The same can be said for Facebook Shops and Pinterest buyable pins, while
Snapchat is also working on native shopping features.
Ecommerce platforms like Shopify Plus and BigCommerce are also now
supporting direct checkout in Facebook, Pinterest, Instagram and more. All this
brings a deep, integrated relationship between all your touchpoints.
So you could run a Facebook Ad to drive traffic to your site before having them
explore your styles on Instagram and having them checkout right there in the
app.
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3) Connect online and offline
The final step in getting your omnichannel strategy off the ground is to connect
your online and offline operations.
If you run physical stores:
This means integrating sales, inventory and other relevant data in order to align
them with your online operation.
So customers can:
•
•
•

Collect and return items bought online.
Browse online and see/touch/try on the same items in-store.
Peruse your store, then buy with their smartphone to have it delivered home.

Can you be omnichannel without a physical store?
Launching a national network of retail stores is just not financially viable for most
ecommerce businesses. Even opening up one might not be worth it for some.
However:
That doesn’t mean having a physical presence is out of the question. It’s
still possible to create customer touchpoints in the ‘real world’ for the sales,
fulfilment and returns aspects of omnichannel.
Here’s how:

1) Third-party locations
Plenty of other businesses and retailers have physical locations all around the
globe that you can utilise to help bring your brand ‘into the real world’.
Leaning on these third-parties can prove invaluable for an omnichannel
shopping experience – especially for fulfilment and returns.
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ASOS are another fast fashion big player that originally made their name online. And
they rely heavily on third-party locations to give their brand a physical presence.
Collect Plus, Hermes, Doddle, DPD Pickup and even Asda supermarkets are used as
‘click and collect’ locations around the UK:

With all of these locations (as well as InPost 24/7 Lockers) also being
a place to drop off free returns:

All meaning ASOS create a range of delivery and returns
touchpoints in the real world, without ever needing a store network
of their own.
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2) Pop up stores
Pop up stores can be a seriously useful option for ecommerce businesses
wanting to add a physical sales channel to their armoury.
This enables brands to engage with their customers face-to-face and satisfy
any demand for a real world presence. All without the relative risk and
expense of opening up a permanent brick and mortar store.
Take a look at this video of a Gymshark pop up in Los Angeles:

Maybe yours doesn’t need to be quite as high-budget or boisterous. Just
notice how it’s all about the experience and creating a hype around your
brand.
Storefront5 and AppearHere6 are great for finding pop up locations around
the world. While services like Pop Up Republic7 help brands create a pop up
experience from end-to-end.
You can also use tools like Shopify POS8 or Vend9 to process payments on
the day – with Veeqo retailers able to sync these sales and orders directly into
their Veeqo account for easy tracking and reporting.
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BUILDING AN

OMNICHANNEL
TEAM

Building an Omnichannel Team
A huge part of retail success comes from putting the right product, in front of the right
customer, at the right time.
But who makes all that happen?
Your omnichannel team.
This may sound like something that just organically evolves in line with growth.
But as a business starts trading over multiple online and offline channels (desktop and
mobile site, smartphone app, marketplaces, physical stores, wholesaling) what your
team needs to achieve, and the mix of skills required becomes more complex.
So let’s take a detailed look at the people you need on board in order to make that
omnichannel dream a reality.
Who you need in your team
It’s rare you get the chance to build a whole omnichannel team from scratch. But that
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t regularly be considering WHO you need.
Using the word “who” is a little misleading - because it’s probably not the case you have
one person tackling each of the roles outlined below.
Think instead of each role as an area of responsibility that should be allocated within
your team. It might be:
•
•
•

10% of one person’s role.
A full time role.
Or even a responsibility taken on by a whole sub-team.

This equation lies at the heart of your ecommerce success for each of your sales
channels:
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So it’s best to look at building your team around each of these three core KPIs:
•
•
•

Traffic.
Average Order Value (and margin).
Conversion rate.

Traffic
Traffic is definitely going to be the responsibility of those in your team dealing
with marketing.
Whether that’s a focus on customer acquisition or repeat purchases; on
advertising or PR; free traffic or paid will all depend on what works for your
business.
The promotions your marketing team run will also have an impact on
conversions and AOV. But you wouldn’t usually give them the ultimate
responsibility for those KPIs.

Average Order Value (AOV)
AOV is ultimately the responsibility of your buyers, together with margin.
These are the people selecting and buying the products you are selling, which
directly determines the AOV that’s achievable.
They also set the selling price for the products - which sets the product margin
too.
Margin is also going to be impacted by the activity of the merchandising team
– those who are managing the product and tweaking the selling prices to make
sure the product gets bought.
As marketing also have an impact on AOV and margin, they should be
liaising with both the buying and merchandising teams to make sure the right
decisions are being made for the business.
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Conversion Rate
Conversion Rate is impacted by what the marketing, buying, and
merchandising teams do. But it’s also something that someone in your
team should be specifically focused on trying to improve.
This should be someone able to run a Conversion Rate Optimisation
•
•
•
•
•

(CRO) process:
Identifying areas for improvement.
Understanding how to improve the problem.
Testing the idea.
And then rolling out the winners.

Other roles
Traffic, AOV and conversion are the areas that mostly drive sales
and growth. But you’ll also need to cover a few other areas as your
omnichannel operation expands.
Think about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketplace specialist. Someone able to understand and apply the
above equation to the marketplaces you sell on.
Physical store manager. Someone responsible for the success of
any physical locations or pop up stores.
IT. Someone able to maintain website security and fix issues when
things get broken.
Online merchandising. Someone responsible for making sure the
products are live on the website, with the right copy and imagery.
Customer service. A person or team dedicated to manning all your
sales channels to answer questions and solve customer problems as
quickly as possible.
Warehouse. People responsible for organising your inventory as well
as picking, packing and shipping it out.
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Part time, full time or outsourced?
Not all of the roles above will require a dedicated full time team member, or
even someone all year around.
Potential solutions are:
•
•
•
•
•

One team member with several responsibilities.
Hiring a specialist or consultant in an area on a part time basis.
Utilising seasonal or temporary workers when needed.
Using freelancers, consultants or even mentors to train your team up.
Using a third-party agency specialising in a specific task (e.g. a web
designer or Adwords agency).

The mix you need will depend on your business - what skills you have inhouse and what skills it’s worth you investing in.
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OMNICHANNEL
TOOLS

Omnichannel Tools
Running an omnichannel operation simply cannot be done manually. And you’ll need to
invest in quality tools and systems in order to do it successfully.
The key on the front-end is to:
1. Get your brand out there in as many relevant customer touchpoints as possible.
2. Make your touchpoints shoppable.
And then on the back-end create:
1. Deep operational integrations. All warehouses, stores, online and offline sales channels
and POS systems need to talk to each other so that orders, fulfilment and returns can be
handled in one back office.
2. Automated inventory. Stock levels need to automatically update in real-time across
every sales channel.
Here’s a run down of what you’ll likely need to achieve this:

Ecommerce platform
A quality ecommerce platform is the first element of doing this. Something like Shopify
Plus, BigCommerce Enterprise or Magento Enterprise.
These make it easy to get your products out there and create a whole host of shoppable
touchpoints - including Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, chatbot apps, marketplaces, etc.

Management software
You’ll then likely need to couple this with a reliable omnichannel management software.
Making sure it integrates well with the ecommerce platform of your choice.
This will sync inventory, manage orders, ship to customers and generally be an all-in-one
hub to run your back-end operation from.
Veeqo integrates with Shopify, Shopify Plus, Magento and BigCommerce - making it the
perfect solution for managing your omnichannel operation.

Point of Sale software
Making sales in-person means you’ll need a physical payment processor. And a system like
Vend or Shopify POS is perfect.
Veeqo integrates with both of these systems - meaning you can easily sync inventory and
orders between online and offline.
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About Veeqo
Veeqo is an all-in-one management
platform that takes care of inventory,
orders and shipping for omnichannel
brands. Allowing them to grow
quickly while guaranteeing customers
the experience they deserve.
Incredible brands all over the world
rely on Veeqo to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage every order in one place.
Sync inventory across multiple
channels in real-time.
Pick, pack and ship with speed
and efficiency.
Manage suppliers and purchase
orders.
Gain invaluable back-end insights with detailed reports.
Push critical data straight to accounting software.

All helping them to deliver a consistent, quality experience to their customers, while
saving hours of time every single day.
Experience it in your business first-hand by booking a product demo today.

Book a demo
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